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Monthly subscriptions compare with equivalent performance ADSL offers. In Europe, subscriptions and service 
packages vary, starting from around 10€/month for download speeds of 2 Mbps and 2 GB of monthly volume, 
up to 20 Mbps download from 25.95€/month. Users receive a dish and modem and can either install these 
themselves, or alternatively call on a the expertise of a vast network of highly trained engineers. The average 
purchase price for consumer equipment is 350€, however it can be less for higher tariff customers, and rental 
solutions also exist to limit the initial investment. On top of this, all equipment is eligible for European public 
funding and some Member States have used this opportunity to connect their regions cost-effectively & quickly.

Satellite Broadband, also referred to as internet-by-satellite, is a high-speed bi-directional Internet 
connection made via communications satellites instead of a telephone landline or other terrestrials means. 

Today satellite broadband is completely comparable with DSL broadband in terms of both performance 
and cost with commercial offerings of 20 Mbps often with triple play (internet, TV and voice with the 
same internet). Whilst fibre offers superior performance, it typically takes time and is more expensive to 
roll out and so will not be available to all users within a reasonable time frame . On the contrary, satellite 
solutions are available immediately: the only broadband solution for those who live in areas without or 
with slow terrestrial or wireless / mobile broadband access. 

In order to bring this solution as close as possible to users, the European Satellite Operators Association 
(ESOA) with the support of the European Commission has created a new online tool that will enable 
citizens to find a local distributor who can supply them with immediate connectivity no matter where 
they live. Include satellite broadband in your regional broadband plans and help the EU to bridge the Digital 
Divide! Visit the website at:

www.broadbandforall.eu

Where can I find a satellite broadband provider? 

More FAQs about satellite broadband can be found at  
www.project-saber.eu, where you will also find information 
for Public Administrations to support the roll-out of 
satellite broadband for 100% coverage.

www.broadbandforall.euinfo@broadbandforall.eu

The Digital Agenda for Europe foresees broadband coverage for all by the end of 2013 and fast broadband  
(>30 Mbps) by 2020. While many citizens have Internet access today, there are still millions 
without. Satellites are the only cost-effective way to ensure an immediate roll-out of broadband in 
areas terrestrial technologies cannot reach and so enable connectivity that would otherwise not be 
possible. This means satellites can directly serve Europe’s objective of bringing all citizens online.
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Affordable and easy to install

What is Satellite Broadband? 


